The result is a professional tripod that takes up half the volume.

Groundbreaking architecture eliminates wasted space.

Single ring for adjustment with no confusing or bulky knobs.

Universal mount stows in center column.

Deployable center column ready to shoot in seconds.

Anchor installation x2.

Pro tip: remove pegs to mount L-bracket.

Pro tip: reinsert camera with new orientation for increased portrait range.

Pro tip: open 4 cams at once to reduce camera shake.

Pro tip: further reduce shake by using camera's 2-second self timer.

Deployment of center column unlocks cam levers x3.

Extend legs, tighten locking ring, and secured.

Adjustment ring secured.

Pro tip: open hex wrench connection has higher torque.

Hook removal is necessary for accessing phone mount.

Standard leg angle adjusters.

Hex tools included.

Stabilization dependability.

Invert mode.

Stabilize for portrait orientation.

Optimized for grip on top.

Low mode.

Stable for straight down + from lower position.

Tilt head and loosen screw.

Remove hook.

Flip center column.

Remove center column.

Remove hook.

Peg removal.

Standard Plate attachment.

Normal lens.

Long lens.

Peak Design Standard Plate entire suite of camera straps, engineered for lowest profile design and Peak Design tripods.

Internal loops for hex key.

Padded + zippered case.

PD ecosystem supports telephoto and portrait orientation.

Secure with locking ring engaged.

Activate your lifetime warranty.

Get started and learn features.

Use counterweights.

Integrated mount fits most cell phones.

Cord hook.

Discrete straps or Anchors and Straps.

Engineered for lowest profile design.

Hex tools included.
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